Job Title: Group “Cheerleader”/Business Development Facilitator
The Need: Great Commission Companies-Nepal desires an individual/couple with extensive
hands-on business experience to reside in Nepal for a 2-year period, working alongside the
GCC Leadership Team, for the dual purposes of edifying GCC [internally] and facilitating
GCC’s [external] focus toward empowering the local business sector as an agent for societal
transformation.
Based In: Kathmandu, Nepal
Time Frame: 24-month commitment
Background:
Great Commission Companies–Nepal is an informal Christian business network started in
2006 that is comprised of Nepali and Expatriate companies. A few of the sundry motives
underlying GCC’s establishment almost one-decade ago included:
(1) Mutually committing ourselves to running fair and ethical businesses—in a market
environment where those values are not generally adhered to.
(2) Supporting one another via weekly prayer, monthly meetings, and accountability
networks.
(3) Sharing information and growing together, as both we and our businesses mature.
(4) Reaching beyond ourselves:
a. To begin addressing the root causes of Nepal’s largely unethical business
environment—by developing positive-networking relationships.
b. To support new business initiatives—particularly in areas typified by a highincidence of human trafficking.
Nature of the Job:
GCC-Nepal is both praying and also looking for an individual with extensive background in
business to come to Nepal for an approximate 24-month period. We desire that this person
serve as both a “parent figure”/”cheerleader” within the existing GCC leadership and also
provide direction for our support of new (largely micro) business initiatives. The candidate
will work under the overall direction of the GCC Leadership Team, and in close cooperation
with a Nepali counterpart. The two-year time period will include exploring options a for
longer-term, legally-registered, entity.
Qualifications:
1. Extensive practical business background, e.g., an individual/couple having taken
early-retirement from a successful business career.
2. Strong (evangelical) Christian faith.
3. One professional and one spiritual character-reference.
4. Belief in and commitment to the ideology of “business as a Godly calling.”
5. Belief in and commitment to the ideology of “business as an agent for societal
transformation.”
6. Willingness to live under adequate, but simple, conditions—in a language and culture
milieu differing significantly from that found in the candidate's passport country.
7. Ability to relate to, encourage, and advise those of another culture in a spirit of
humility.

GCC-Nepal Will Provide:
1. Office space (in one of our member companies).
2. Logistical support (arranging for housing, basic language, orientation, etc.)
3. Local support network.
4. Salaried Nepali counterpart.
The Candidate Will Provide:
1. Financial support package (approximately USD 1,000 per month—depending on
lifestyle).
2. Round-trip airfare.
3. Health insurance coverage.
Visa:
1. A Nepal tourist visa is only valid for five months of any calendar year. The candidate
and GCC-Nepal will require flexibility while they mutually explore viable visa
options.
Accountability:
The candidate, if accepted, will be accountable to the GCC-Nepal Leadership Team.
Detailed-information requests and inquiries may be addressed to GCC-Nepal CoCoordinators:
1. Jacob Wheeler <jacob.wheeler131@gmail.com>.
2. Dale Lee Nafziger >dale@topoftheworldcoffee.com>.

